Applications

Security, tamper evident tapes are an excellent tool to help prevent theft, tampering and counterfeiting of goods in transit, whatever the size or complexity of your packaging.

The permanent tapes can be applied to pallet wrap, cargo crates, containers, cases, cartons and product packaging. Box tapes can be applied manually and automatic case sealing systems.

These covert and overt tamper evident tapes can provide instant, clear, irreversible visual indication if a package has been tampered with. The sequential numbering feature can become embedded in your security program.

Benefits

Tamper evident tapes are a cost effective and easy to apply security solution protecting packages through shipping and handling. These tamper evident tapes can have surface printing on and sub surface sequential numbering to add to the packages security.

Security tamper evident tapes protect parcels and packages, supports product warranties through evidence is tampering and supports the need for validation and verification of products through inventory, storage and transportation.

Flexible

Can be applied to different surfaces from cardboard, wood and through to plastic

Instant Layer of Security

Sticks immediately giving you an additional layer of security

Individual Options

Sequential numbers, barcodes, QR codes, logos, language, roll lengths

Simple, Secure Solution

Machine or manually applied

Approved

Complies with ISO 17712, C-TPAT, OSHA and FDA standards, TSA -CCSP/CCSF